
 

 

 

 

 

time:matters expands network of stations to include Timisoara (TSR) 

 

 

Neu-Isenburg, January 31, 2012: time:matters, the expert for global Special Speed Logistics, has 

expanded its sameday air network in Romania. Effective immediately, Timisoara Airport (TSR) is 

available for highly urgent shipments. Timisoara is, in addition to Bucharest, the second time:matters 

station in Romania. 

Due to the latest network expansion, the logistics specialist belonging to the Lufthansa Group can now 

offer its customers from the Timisoara region direct flights to hubs in Munich and Vienna several times a 

day. Therefore, these customers have exclusive access to the entire European time:matters sameday air 

network consisting of more than 100 stations and 24 partner airlines. 

“The new station in Romania is especially beneficial for our customers in the IT and automotive 

industries that are strongly represented in the region surrounding Timisoara. Due to excellent 

connections via Munich and Vienna, highly urgent shipments reach all major European cities within the 

shortest amount of time, for example Paris in less than four hours. With this expansion of our service, we 

save our customers both time and money,” says Franz-Joseph Miller, CEO of time:matters GmbH. 

 

 

time:matters GmbH: 

The expert for Special Speed Logistics offers each of its clients customized logistics solutions for particularly urgent 

or complex special logistics assignments, enabling worldwide delivery within just a few hours. The Special Speed 

Solutions provided by time:matters worldwide are based on high-speed and reliable transport by air, rail and road, as 

well as a tight international network consisting of more than 500 exclusive transportation partners. time:matters 

generally has access to all available airlines and can therefore utilize a wide range of flight routes: over 3,000 flights 

per day, to some 500 destinations in 90 countries. time:matters operates its own courier terminal for express and 

courier shipments at Frankfurt Airport. 

Further information and picture requests: 

Public Relations Department time:matters GmbH, Bianca Ruprecht, 

Gutenbergstraße 6, D-63263 Neu-Isenburg,  

Telephone: +49 (0) 6102 / 36738-829 Telefax: +49 (0) 6102 / 36738-899,  

Website: www.time-matters.com, E-mail: mailto:presse@time-matters.com 

Reservation and service hotline: +49 (0) 69 9999 2079  

Reservation and service hotline for Austria: +43 (0) 800 - timematters (84 63 62 88)   
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